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Abstract: We show how counterfactuals can be added to the framework of knowledge- 
based programs ofFagin, Halpern, Moses, and Vardi [1995, 1997]. We show that counter- 
factuals allow us to capture in a natural way notions like minimizing the number of messages 
that are sent, whereas attempts to formalize these notions without counterfactuals lead to 
some rather counterintuitive behavior. We also show how knowledge-based programs with 
counterfactuals can capture subgame-perfect equilibria in games of perfect information. 

1 Introduction 

Knowledge-basedprograms, first introduced in [Halpem and Fagin 1989] and further developed by 
Fagin, Halpern, Moses, and Vardi [ 1995, 1997], are intended to provide a high-level framework for the 
design and specification of protocols. Their key feature is that of allowing explicit tests for knowledge. 
Thus, a knowledge-based program might have the form 

if K(x = 0) then y := y + 1 else skip, 

where K(x = 0) should be read as "you know x = 0" and skip is the action of doing nothing. We can 
informally view this knowledge-based program as saying "if you know that x = 0, then set y to y + 1 

(otherwise do nothing)". 

Knowledge-based programs are based on the intuition that what an agent does depends on what 
it knows. They have already met with some degree of success, having been used in papers such as 
[Dwork and Moses 1990; Hadzilacos 1987; Halpem, Moses, and Waarts 1990; Halpern and Zuck 
1992; Mazer and Lochovsky 1990; Mazer 1990; Moses and Kislev 1993; Moses and Turtle 1988; 
Neiger and Bazzi 1992; Neiger and Toueg 1993] both to help in the design of new protocols and to 
clarify the understanding of existing protocols. However, as we show here, there are cases when, used 
naively, knowedge-based programs may exhibit counterintuitive behavior. We then show how this can 
be overcome by the use of eounterfaetuals [Lewis 1973; Stalnaker 1968]. In this introduction, we 
discuss these issues informally, leaving more formal details to later sections of the paper. 

*This work was supported in part by NSF under grant IRI-96-25901 and by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research 
under grant F49620-96-1-0323. 
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The counterintuitive behavior of  knowledge-based programs is perhaps understood by considering 
the bit-transmission problem from [Fagin, Halpern, Moses, and Vardi 1995]; most of  the following 
discussion is taken from there. In this problem, there are two processes, a sender S and a receiver R, 
that communicate over a communication line. The sender starts with one bit (either 0 or 1) that it wants 
to communicate to the receiver. The communication line may be faulty and lose messages in either 
direction in any given round. That is, there is no guarantee that a message sent by either S or R will 
be received. Because of  the uncertainty regarding possible message loss, S sends the bit to R in every 
round, until S receives an ack message from R acknowledging receipt of  the bit. R starts sending the 
ack message in the round after it receives the bit, and continues to send it repeatedly from then on. The 
sender S can be viewed as running the program BTs: 

if ~recack then sondbit else skip, 

where recack is a proposition that is true if S has received an ack message and false otherwise, while 
sendbit  is the action of  sending the bit. 

Note that BTs is a standard program--it does not have tests for knowledge. We can capture some 
of the intuitions behind this program by using knowledge. The sender S's protocol is to keep sending 
the bit until an acknowledgment is received from the receiver R. Thus, another way to describe the 
sender's behavior is to say that S keeps sending the bit until it knows that the bit was received by R. 
This can be described by the knowledge-based program BT~: 

if-,Ks(recbit) then sendbiI else skip. 

The advantage of  this program over the standard program BTs is that it abstracts away the mechanism 
by which S learns that the bit was received by R. For example, if messages from S to R are guaranteed 
to be delivered in the same round in which they are sent, then S knows that R received the bit even if S 
does not receive an acknowledgment. 

We might hope to improve this even further. Consider a system where messages are guaranteed 
to be delivered in precisely five rounds. In such a system, a sender using BTs will send the bit 10 
times, because it will take 10 rounds to get the receiver's acknowledgement after the original message 
is sent. BT~ is somewhat better; using it the sender sends the bit only five times, since after the fifth 
round, S will know that R got his first message. Nevertheless, this seems wasteful. Since messages are 
guaranteed to arrive, it suffices for the sender to send the bit once. Intuitively, the sender should be able 
to stop sending the message as soon as it knows that the receiver will eventually receive it; it should not 
have to wait until the receiver actually receives it. 

It seems that there should be absolutely no problem handling this using knowledge-based programs. 
Let O be the standard "eventually" operator from temporal logic [Manna and Pnueli 1992]; O~p means 
that ~ is eventually true. Now the following knowledge-based program BT~ for the sender seems to 
capture exactly what is required: 

if-~Ks(Orecbit) then sendbit else skip. 

Although it seems BT~ should capture our intuitions here, it does not at all. To understand why, 
consider the sender S. Should it send the bit in the first round? According to BT~, the sender S should 
send the bit if S does not know that R will eventually receive the bit. But if S sends the bit, then S 
knows that R will eventually receive it (since messages are guaranteed to be delivered in 5 rounds.) 
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Thus, Ks(Orecbit) holds initially, and according to BT~, the sender S should not send the bit. Similar 
arguments show that S should not send the bit at any round. On the other hand, if S never sends the bit, 
then R will never receive it. In this case, -~Ks(Orecbit) holds and S should send it! The bottom line 
is that S should send the bit if and only if it never sends the bit. Obviously, such a program cannot be 
implemented at all! This is certainly not the behavior we would intuitively have expected of  BT~.I 

This is disconcerting. How useful can knowledge-based programs be if what seems to be a 
straightforward way of  capturing a reasonable desideratum fails so miserably? Perhaps the problem is 
the semantics of  knowledge-based programs. Indeed, if we change the semantics of  knowledge so that 
Ki~p implies only that qo is true and nothing more, then this problem can be made to disappear. (See 
[Engelhardt, van der Meyden, and Moses 1998] for an approach to dealing with this problem along these 
lines.) However, it is not yet clear how to make this change and still maintain the attractive features of  
knowledge-based programs. 

Here we consider another approach to dealing with this problem, based on counterfactuals. In our 
example, we would claim that BT~ in fact does not correctly capture the intention that S should stop 
sending if it knows that R will eventually receive a message. To correctly capture this intuition, we 
need to say that S should stop sending if it knows that R will eventually receive the bit even i fS  does 
not send another message. 

How should we capture this? 

Let doi(a) be a proposition that is true at a point (r, m) if process i performs a in the next round. 
The most obvious way to capture "if S does not send a message then R will eventually know the value 
of  the bit" uses the material conditional ~ of propositional logic: do s (skip) =~ 0 KR (bit). This would 

lead to a program such as BT~:  

if ~Ks(dos(skip) :=~ Orecbit) then sendbit  else skip. 

This program still does not solve our problems. Consider again what happens in the first round. If  S 
sends a message, then dos(skip) is false, so dos(skip) ~ Orecbit, and hence also Ks(dos(skip) 
Orecbit), are true, and the test is false. Thus, S should not send a message. On the other hand, if S 
does not send a message, then the test is true, so S should send a message. There is nothing that S can 
do that is consistent with this program. 

The problem here is the use of  the material conditional. Our intuitions are better captured by using 
the counterfactual conditional L-. A statement such as qo ~ ¢ is read "if  qo then ¢" ,  just like ~ ~ ¢. 
However, the semantics of  ~ are very different from those of  =-~. The idea, which goes back to Stalnaker 
[1968] and Lewis [1973] is that a statement such as ~ ~ ¢ is true at a world w if in the worlds where 
is true that are "closest to" or "most like" w, ¢ is also true. For example, suppose we have a wet match 
and we make a statement such as "if  the match were dry then it would light". Using =-z this statement 
is trivially true, since the antecedent is false. However, with ~,  the situation is not so obvious. We 
must consider the worlds most like the actual world where the match is in fact dry and decide whether 
it would light in those worlds. If  we think the match is defective for some reason, then even if  it were 

dry, it would not light. 

Using the counterfactual operator, we get the program BT~*: 

if  ~Ks(dos(skip) ~ Orecbit) then sendbit  else skip. 

1While intuitions may, of course, vary, some evidence of the counterintuitive behavior of this program is that it was used 
in a draft of [Fagin, Halpern, Moses, and Vardi 1995]; it was several months before we realized its problematic nature. 
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As we show in this paper, using the counterfactual has the desired effect here. After the message has 
been sent once, under what seems to be the most reasonable interpretation of" the  closest world" where 
the message is not sent, it is still the case that the receiver will eventually know the value of  the bit. In 
particular, in contexts where messages are delivered in five rounds, using BT~*, the sender will send 
one message. 

This discussion points out one problem with the use of  counterfactuals in knowledge-based programs 
(and, indeed, the use of  counterfactuals in general). We need to specify what the "closest worlds" are. 
The philosophical literature does not give us any guidance on this point. We consider two ways of  doing 
this here. The first works for programs with no epistemic operators in the scope of  the counterfactual. 
It suffices for dealing with simple programs. The second is a generalization that works for arbiU'ary 

programs. 

The only other use of  counterfactuals in distributed computing that we are aware of  is in the work 
of  Kislev and Moses [Moses and Kislev 1993; Kislev 1991] on knowledge-orientedprograms. They 
define a high-level action called Notify(R, qo), which is intended to ensure that R knows qa. 2 The 
implementation they had in mind implicitly involves counterfactuals; it says that the notifier S can stop 
sending messages when it knows that even if S crashes (i.e., performs no further actions whatsoever), R 
will eventually know qo. In the approach we propose here, S is viewed, not as crashing, but as running a 
program slightly different from the one it actually runs. As we show in Section 3.2, the work of  Kislev 
and Moses can be viewed as a special case of  our approach. 

The rest of  this paper is organized as follows: In the next section, there is an informal review of  the 
semantics of  knowledge-based programs. In Section 3, we show how counterfactuals can be added to 
the framework. We conclude in Section 4. 

2 Giving Semantics to Knowledge-Based Programs 

Formal semantics for knowledge-based programs are provided by Fagin et al. [1995, 1997]. To keep 
the discussion in this paper at an informal level, we simplify things somewhat, and review what we 
hope will be just enough of  the details so that the reader will be able to follow the main points. 

Informally, we view a multi-agent system as consisting of  a number of  interacting agents. We 
assume that, at any given point in time, each agent in the system is in some local state. A global state 
is just a tuple consisting of  each agent's local state, together with the state of  the environment, where 
the environment's state accounts for everything that is relevant to the system that is not contained in the 
state of  the processes. The agents' local states typically change over time, as a result of  actions that they 
perform. A run is a function from time to global states. Intuitively, a run is a complete description of  
what happens over time in one possible execution of  the system. Apoint is a pair (r, m) consisting of  a 
run r and a time m. I f r ( m )  = (ge, £1, . -- ,  £n), then we use ri(m) to denote process i 's local state gi at 
the point (r, m),  i = 1 , . . . ,  m and re(m) to denote the environment's state ge. For simplicity, time here 
is taken to range over the natural numbers (so that time is viewed as discrete, rather than continuous). 
Round ra in run r occurs between time m - 1 and m. A system 7~ is a set of  runs; intuitively, these 
runs describe all the possible executions of  the system. For example, in a poker game, the runs could 
describe all the possible deals and bidding sequences. 

Of  major interest in this paper are the systems that we can associate with a program. To do this, we 
must first associate a system with a joint protocol. Aprotocol is a function from local states to sets of  

2The bit transmission problem is a particular instance of Notify(R, ~). 
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actions (thus, a protocol is essentially the same as a strategy in game theory). By taking the output of  
a protocol to be a set of  actions, we allow protocols to be nondeterministic. A protocol is deterministic 
if its output is always a singleton set. A randomized protocol has associated with the set a probability 
measure; for simplicity, we do not consider randomized protocols here. A joint protocol is just a set of  
protocols, one for each process/agent. 

We would like to be able to generate the system corresponding to a given joint protocol P .  To do 
this, we need to describe the setting, or context, in which P is being run. Formally, a context ,t, is a 
tuple (Pc, GO, r, WW), where Pe is a protocol for the environment, C0 is a set of  initial global states, r 
is a transition function, and W is a set of  admissible runs. The environment is viewed as running a 
protocol just like the agents; its protocol is used to capture features of  the setting such as "all messages 
are delivered within 5 rounds" or "messages may be lost". The transition function ~- describes how 
the actions performed by the agents and the environment change the global state by associating with 
each joint action (a tuple consisting of  an action for the environment and one for each of  the agents) a 
global state transformer, that is, a mapping from global states to global states. For the simple programs 
considered in this paper, the transition function will be almost immediate from the description of  the 
global states. We discuss the role of  the set tt' of  admissible runs in the full paper (see also Fagin et 
al. [1995]). 

A run r is consistent with joint protocol P = (Pl,-  • •, P,~) in context 3' = (Pc, C0, ~-, ~P) if (a) r(0), 
the initial global state of  r, is a state of~o, and (b) for all m > 0, the transition from r(ra) to r(m + 1) is 
according to P ,  Pc, and T. Namely, r(m + 1) = "c(r(m), (a~, a l , . . . ,  an)) for a joint action satisfying 
that ai E Pi(ri(m)), for i = e, 1 , . . . ,  n. A system R represents a joint protocol P in a context 3' if it 
consists of  all runs in W consistent with P in 3'. We use R(P ,  3') to denote the system representing P 

in context 3'. 

Assuming that each test in a standard program Pg run by process i can be evaluated in each local 
state, we can derive a protocol from Pg in an obvious way: to find out what process i does in a local 
state g, we evaluate the tests in the program with respect to the values in the state g.3 A run is consistent 
with Pg in context 3" if it is consistent with the protocol derived from Pg. Similarly, a system represents 
Pg in context 3" if it represents the protocol derived from Pg. 

Example 2.1 Consider the (joint) program BT = (BTs, BTR) from the introduction. This program, 
like all the programs considered in this paper, is applied repeatedly, so it effectively runs forever. Assume 
S's  local state includes the time, its input bit, and whether or not S has received an acknowledgment from 
R; the state thus has the form (m, i, x), where m is a natural number (the time), i E {0, 1} is the input 
bit, and x E {A, ack}. Similarly, R 's  local state has the form (m, x), where m is the time and x is either 
A, 0, or 1, depending on whether or not it has received the bit from S and what the bit is. In this simple 
case, we can ignore the environment state, and just identify the global state with the pair consisting of  
S and R 's  local state. Suppose, in context 3", (a) the environment protocol nondeterministically decides 
whether or not a message sent by S and/or R is delivered, (b) the initial global states are ((0, 0, ~), (0, .~)) 
and ((0, 1,0), (0, A)), (c) the transition function is such that the joint actions have the obvious effect on 
the global state, and (d) all runs are admissible. (We provide the formal details in the full paper.) Then 
a run consistent with BT in context '7 in which S's bit is 0, R receives the bit in the second round, and 

3 Strictly speaking, to evaluate the tests, we need an interpretation that assigns truth values to formulas in each global state. 
For the programs being considered here, the appropriate interpretation will be immediate from the description of the system, 
so we ignore interpretations here for ease of exposition. 
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S receives an acknowledgement from R in the third round has the following sequence of  global states: 
((0, 0, A), (0, A)), ((1,0, A), (1, A)), ((2, 0, A), (2, 0)), ((3, 0, ack), (3, 0)), ((4, 0, ack), (4, 0)), . . . .  | 

Now we turn to knowledge-based programs. Here the situation is somewhat more complicated. In 
a given context, a process can determine the truth of  a test such as "x = 0" ,  where the variable x is 
local to the process, simply by looking at its local state. However, in a knowledge-based program, there 
are tests for knowledge. According to the definition of  knowledge in systems, an agent i knows a fact ~p 
at a given point (r, m) in system 7~ ifcp is true at all points in 7~ in which i has the same local state as it 
does at (r, m). Writing (7"¢, r, m) ~ ~ to denote that qo is true at the point (r, m) in system 7~, we have 

• (7¢, r, m) ~ Kiqa if (TO, r', m')  ~ qa for all points (r', m') such that ri(m) = r~(m'). 

Thus, i knows ~ at the point (r, m) if ~ holds at all points consistent with i's information at (r, m). 
The truth of a test for knowledge cannot in general be determined simply by looking at the local state 
in isolation. We need to look at the whole system. As a consequence, given a run, we cannot in general 
determine if it is consistent with a knowledge-based program in a given context. This is because we 
cannot tell how the tests for knowledge turn out without being given the other possible runs of  the 
system; what a process knows at one point will depend in general on what other points are possible. 
This stands in sharp contrast to the situation for standard programs. 

This means it no longer makes sense to talk about a run being consistent with a knowledge-based 
program in a given context. However, notice that, given a system 7-¢, we can derive a protocol from a 
knowledge-based program Pgkb for process i by evaluating the knowledge tests in Pgk6 with respect 
to 7¢. That is, a test such as Kiqa holds in a local state g if qa holds at all points in 7"¢ where process i 
has local state g. In general, different protocols can be derived from a given knowledge-based program, 
depending on what system we use to evaluate the tests. Let Pg~  denote the protocol derived from 
Pgkb by using T¢ to evaluate the tests for knowledge. A protocol P implements Pgkb in context '7 

= R ' P  R(7~,~),7) if R(P ,  "y) ~ gkb . Thus, a protocol implements Pgkb if it satisfies a certain fixed-point 

equation. 

This definition is somewhat subtle, and determining the protocol(s) implementing a given knowledge- 
based program may be nontrivial. Indeed, as shown by Fagin et al. [1995, 1997], in general, there may 
be no protocols implementing a knowledge-based program Pgkb in a given context, there may be only 
one, or there may be more than one, since the fixed-point equation may have no solutions, one solution, 
or many solutions. In particular, it is not hard to show that there is no protocol implementing a (joint) 
program where S uses BT~ or BT~,  as described in the introduction. 

3 Counterfactuals in Knowledge-Based Programs 

We now consider how counterfactuals can be added to the knowledge-based framework. As we said in 
the introduction, a counterfactual ~ L- ¢ is taken to be true at a world (point) if at the closest worlds 
where ¢p is true, g, is also true. It is straightforward to capture this intuition using standard techniques 
of  modal logic [Lewis 1973; Stalnaker 1968]; the problem in applying this idea in the context of  
knowledge-based programs lies in deciding what the closest worlds are. To allow us to bring out the 
main ideas more clearly, we first give the definitions in a simple setting, where we allow only a limited 
form of  counterfactual reasoning. We then generalize to allow arbitrary eounterfactuals. 
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3.1 A Simple Setting 

As in the introduction, for each action a we assume that there is a corresponding proposition doi(a) 
that is true at a point (r, ra) exactly if the action a is performed by agent i at round re + 1 of the 
run r. The only kinds of counterfactual statements we allow in this subsection are those of  the form 
doi(a) ~ qo, where ~ is a non-epistemic, non-counterfactual formula (one that does not mention Ki or 
~,  although it may include temporal modalities). These counterfactuals may be embedded in the scope 
of an epistemic operator, so that we can write, for example,/£3 (dol(a) __ qo). We also give semantics 
to these counterfactuals only in systems of the form R(P,  3'), for some protocol P and context % Note 
that in giving semantics to knowledge-based programs, we can safely restrict attention to such systems. 

Intuitively, given a joint protocol P = (P1 , . . . ,  Pn) and context -y = (Pc, Go, "c, q~) we take the 
points closest to (r, ra) to be the ones of the form (r t, ra) where, in r ~, the agents and environment run 
the same protocol as in r, except that at round ra + 1, agent i performs action a. Let pa,i,r,m consist of  

all runs r' such that 

• for m'  < m, we have r'(m) = r(m);  

• fo rm t > m , r ' ( m ' + l )  = ~-(rt(m'), (ae, a l , . . .  ,ar~)),whereaj E Pj(ri(ra)),forj = e, 1,. . .  ,n, 
except that if re' = m, then ai = a so that agent i performs a. 

The closest points to (r, m) are then ones of the form (r', m), for r '  E pa,i,r,m. In the language of Selten 
[1975], we can think of pa,i,v,ra a s  consisting of the runs where agent i "trembles" at the point (r, ra), 
performing the action a instead of an action he was supposed to perform according to his protocol. 

A number of  points are worth noting about this definition: 

• If the environment's protocol and the agents' protocols are deterministic, then pa,i,~,m is a single- 
ton; as a result, there is a unique point closest to (r, m). However, in many cases, it is reasonable 
to view the environment as using a nondeterministic protocol (for example, nondeterministically 
deciding at which round a message will be delivered); in this case, there may be several worlds 
closest to (r, m). Stalnaker [1968] required there to be a unique closest world; Lewis [1973] 
did not. There was later discussion of how reasonable this requirement was (see, for example, 
[Stalnaker 1980]). Thinking in terms of systems may help inform this debate. 

• Typically in the philosophical literature, it has been required that if ~ is true at a world w, then 
the unique world closest to w where ~ is true should be w itself. It is well known that, in a precise 

sense, this assumption is captured by the axiom 

(~ ~ (~ *~ (~ ~ ~)) (*) 

(cf. [Halpern 1998]). This assumption is not true in general with the semantics given here. If 
process i actually performs action a at the point (r, ra), then r E pa,i,r,m but, in general, (r, m) 
is not the unique closest point to itself. There may be others. In fact, pa,i,r,~ will consist of  all 
runs in 7~ with the prefix ( r ( 0 ) , . . . ,  r(m)) such that process i takesaction a. We could, of  course, 
require (r, m) to be the unique closest point to itself if i performs action a, but we feel that our 
choice is more natural. Not surprisingly, the axiom (*) does not hold in general either. It does 
hold, however, if we use a branching time logic rather than a linear time logic. That is, suppose 
that rather than D, we use a modal operator VD, where (7~, r, m) ~ VD~ if (7~, r t, ra t) ~ ~ for all 
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runs r I that agree with r up to time m (i.e., such that r(m") = r '(m '1) for all m" < m) [Halpern 
and Vardi 1989]. In that case, it is not hard to show that (*) holds for all formulas in the resulting 
logic. Thus, the distinction between our approach and the standard philosophical approach as far 
as this issue is concerned is related to another philosophical issue, which is whether we should 
treat future time as being branching or linear (cf. [Thomason and Gupta 1980]). 

According to this definition, the notion of "closest" depends on the protocol that generates the 
system. For example, consider a context 7' like 7 from Example 2.1, except that S keeps track in 
its local state, not only of  the time, but also of  the number of messages it has sent. Let protocol 
Ps  for S be determined by the program 

if  time=O then sendbit else skip; 

let protocol P~ be determined by the program 

if #messages=O then sendbit else skip. 

Let P = (Ps, PR) and P '  = (P~, PR), where PR is the protocol where R does nothing (i.e., 
performs skip) in all states. Clearly R(P,  7') = R ( P ' ,  7'): whether it is following Ps  or P~, 
the sender S sends a message only in the first round of  each run. However, it is easy to see that 
pskip,s,r,0 :~ (pi)skip,s,r,0. No messages are sent by S in runs o f P  skip's'r'°, while one message 

is sent in each run in (p,)skip,s,~,0. 

If process i does not perform action a at the point (r, m), then there may be runs in pa,i,r,,~ that 
are not in R.4 These runs are "counter to fact". 

Given this interpretation of  closest world, we can give the semantics of counterfactuals: 

• (7~, r, m) ~ doi(a) ~ ~p if (7~, r ' ,  m) ~ ~p for all r' E pa,i,r,m. 

Once we have given the semantics of  counterfactuals, the semantics of  knowledge-based programs 
and, in particular, the notion of a protocol implementing a knowledge-based program, remains un- 
changed. The question now is whether this semantics captures the intuitions of  counterfactuals in a 
useful way. The next two results provide some support for this definition. The first shows that the 
program BT** has the appropriate behavior. Consider the following three contexts (which are defined 

carefully in the full paper): 

• 71, in which messages take precisely five rounds to arrive; 

• "y2, in which messages are guaranteed to arrive eventually, but there is no upper bound on message 

delivery time; and 

• 'Y3, in which if a message is sent infinitely often, it is guaranteed to arrive. (Nothing is guaranteed 
for a message sent only finitely often. This is a standard type of fairness assumed in the literature 

[Francez 1986].) 

4Indeed, ifi's behavior at (r, ra) is deterministic, then pa,i .... N ~ = 0. 
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Further assume that in contexts 3'1 and '72, the local state of S is different at time 0 from other times 
(intuitively, S knows whether or not it is time 0) and in 73, suppose the local state of S encodes whether 
or not S sent a message in the previous round. These are both fairly mild restrictions on the form of  S's 
local state. Let BT** =~t BT**s, BT~*), where BT~* is as described in the introduction, and BT~* = skip 
(that is, R does nothing). 

Theorem3.1 There are protocols implementing BT** in contexts 3/1, 3'2, and73. Moreover, S sends 
only one message (resp., infinitely many messages) in each run of  every protocol implementing BT** in 
3/1 and "72 (resp., "73). 

Roughly speaking, S sends no unnecessary messages when running BT**. In 71 and '72, this means 
that S sends only one message in every run of  every protocol that implements BT**, while in 73, 
it still must send infinitely many messages in every run of every protocol that implements it. This 
statement is also trivially true for BT*, since there are no protocols implementing BT*. The first part 
of  Theorem 3.1 assures us that the result is nontrivial, since BT** is implementable. For example, the 
protocol P = (Ps, PR) discussed earlier implements BT** in both 71 and "72 (although P' does not). 

The second result provides a strong link between knowledge-based programs and the game-theoretic 
notion of subgame-perfect equilibrium (a refinement of Nash equilibrium) in games with perfect infor- 
mation. Roughly speaking, a game of perfect information is one where the players know at all times 
everything that has happened so far. A set of  strategies (one for each player) is a subgame perfect 
equilibrium if, no matter what happens, no player has any incentive to deviate from his strategy. (See 
[Fudenberg and Tirole 1991] for the formal definitions.) 

Let F be a finite n-person game with perfect information. Let u l , . . . ,  UN be the possible utilities 
of  the outcomes of  the game. Suppose the language includes formulas of  the form move(i), which 
is true at those points where it is player i's turn to move, and utility(i) > u and utility(i) = u, for 
u E { u l , . . . ,  UN}, which are true at (r, m) if at the end of play in run r, player i's utility is greater than 
(resp., equal to) u. Further suppose for simplicity that the set A of possible actions is the same at every 
node. Consider the following (nondeterministic) knowledge-based program PgTq for player i: 

for  e a c h  a E A do  
if Ki(move(i) A utility(i) = u A doi(a) ~ (utility(i) > u)) then a 

e n d  

Roughly speaking, PgTq says that if it is player/ ' s  move, and i knows that some action results in an 
improvement of its current outcome (given what all the other players are doing), then this action is 
performed. (If there is more than one such action, player i chooses among them arbitrarily.) The next 
result says that the pure (i.e., nonrandomized) subgame-perfect equilibria of  F are precisely those that 
represent the knowledge-based program pgeq. 

Proposition 3.2 P implements Pg~q iff it is is a pure subgame-perfect equilibrium ofF. 

3.2 The General Case 

In the previous subsection we assumed that there were no epistemic operators in qo in formulas of the 
form doi(a) ~_ qo in the system 7~. Because of this, the system 7~ actually plays no role in determining 
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the truth of  qa. If qo involves epistemic operators, on the other hand, then we would have to decide with 
respect to which system we evaluate this knowledge. The system R is not necessarily the right choice, 
as the following example shows. 

Example 3.3 Suppose there are two agents. Agent 1 's protocol is generated by the following program: 

i fx  is even then x := x + 2 
if x is odd then skip. 

Agent 2 does nothing. Assume that agent 1 's local state consists of  the value of  x, and the (unique) initial 
value of  x is 0. Clearly, the system 7~ that represents this protocol in this context is a sigleton set {r}. 
Agent l 's local state in r goes through the values 0, 2, 4, . . . .  It is easy to check that px:==+l,l,r,1 
consists of  a single run, say r ~, in which agent 1 's local state goes through the values 0, 2, 3, 3, 3, 3, 
. . .  Since the local state 3 does not arise in r (the only run in 7~), we have (R, r ~, 2) ~ Klfalse, which 
is clearly undesirable. | 

Not allowing epistemic operators on the right-hand side of  counterfactuals severely limits their 
usefulness. For example, consider the program B-I-~ again. Suppose we wanted to abstract even further. 
The reason that S keeps sending the bit to R is that S wants R to know the value of  the bit. Thus, 
intuitively, S should keep sending the bit until it knows that R knows its value. Let KR(bit)  be an 
abbreviation for KR (bit = O) V KR (bit = 1 ), so KR (bit) is true precisely if R knows the value of  the 
bit. The sender's behavior can be described by the knowledge-based program BT~: 

if-~KsKR(bit)  then sendbit else skip. 

A more efficient version would have S send the bit unless it knows that, even if it does not send the bit, 
R will eventually know the value of the bit. This can be captured by the program BT +: 

ff ~ K s (  do s(skip) ~_ ~ KR( bit ) ) then sendbit else skip, 

which has an epistemic operator on the right-hand side of  the conditional. 

As Example 3.3 suggests, the semantics of  Section 3.1 is not adequate for dealing with epistemic 
operators on the right-hand side of the conditional. We now present a framework that can deal with this. 
As an added advantage, it can also deal with arbitrary formulas on the left-hand side of  the conditional, 
and arbitrary nesting of  conditionals and epistemic operators. Due to space limitations, we only sketch 

the details here. 
Again, we start with a joint protocol P and context 3' = (Pc, G0, r, ~ ) ,  but now we construct the 

augmented system R* (P, 3') that represents P.  R* (P, 3') includes R(P,  7) as a subsystem, but allows 
runs with an arbitrary finite number of "trembles". More precisely, define a sequence of  trembles to 
be a finite sequence of  the form ((bl, il, ml ) , . . . ,  (bk, ik, ink)), where mj+l _> mj  and if mj+l = mj  
then ij+l > ij. We say that a run r is consistent with P in 3  ̀ given the sequence of  trembles 
((bl,/1, ml ) , . . . ,  (bk, ik, ink)) if r(O) E GO, and for all m, the transition from global state r(m) to 
r (m + 1) is the result of  performing a joint action (ae, a l , . . . ,  an) specified by P and the environment 
protocol P~ except if m = mj for some tremble (b j, i j, m j) in the sequence, then agent ij 's component 
of  the joint action is bj rather than an action specified by ij's protocol. Let R* (P, 3`) consist of  all runs 
in W consistent with P in 3" given some finite sequence of trembles. 
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We can define a notion of "distance" between two runs r and r t in an augmented system, de- 
noted d(r ,#)  in a straightforward way. Given two sequences ( ( b l , i l , m l ) , . . . , ( b k ,  ik, mk)) and 
((b], i], m] ) , . . . ,  (b~,, i~,, m~,)), their edit distance is the smallest number of changes deletions and 
additions required to change the first sequence to the second sequence. We then define d(r, #)  to be 
the edit distance between the sequence of trembles generating r and r t, respectively. (If more than 
one sequence of trembles can generate either r or r t, we take the minimum over all possible choices.) 
Notice that d(r, #)  = 0 for all runs r and r t in R(P,  7)- Finally, we define the distance o f ~  from 
(r, m) in a system TO, denoted by D(~,  (TO, r, m)),  to be min{d(r, r ' )  • (TO, # ,  m) ~ ~, and r t (m t) = 
r (m  t) for all m t < m}. We can now define the semantics of L- as follows. 

• (R*, r, m) ~ ~ ~ ~p if (R*, r t, m) ~ ~b for all points (r', m) such that (a) (TO*, r ' ,  m) ~ ~, (b) 
r'(ra') = r (m  t) for all m t _< m, and (c) d(r, #)  = D(~,  (R*, r, m)). 

It is easy to see that this semantics agrees with the semantics given in the previous section for counter- 
factuals for the restricted case considered there (i.e., i f r  E R(P,  7), ~ has the form doi(a), and Zb does 
not mention epistemic operators). 

We can also define a useful notion of  belief in an augmented system. Define the rank of  a run r 
in R*, denoted ~(r), to be the minimal number of trembles needed to generate it. That is, t~(r) is the 
minimum over all k such that r is consistent with P in 7 given a sequence of trembles of  length k. Note 
that all the runs in R(P ,  7) have rank 0. Intuitively, the greater the rank of a run, the more "mistakes" 
or "trembles" were needed to generate it, and hence the more unlikely it is. 5 

The definition of belief uses this ranking in a standard way. Intuitively, process i believes ~ if ~o is 
true at all the worlds of  minimal rank that i considers possible (rather than at all worlds that i considers 

possible). Formally, we have 

• (TC*,r,m) ~ Bicp if ('R*,rt, m t) ~ ~ for all points (rt, m t) such that ri(m) = r~(m t) and 
i t /  i t \  a(r') = min{a(r", rn t') : r i km ) = ri(m) for some m"}. 

Notice that, initially, each process believes it is running Pi; indeed, this fact is common belief. 

For formulas that do not involve counterfactuals, belief in the system 7~* = R* (P, 7) reduces to 
knowledge in T¢ = R(P ,  7)- More precisely, we have the following lemma. 

Lemma  3.4 Let ~ be a formula with no counterfactual operators. Let ~n  be the formula that results 
when we replace each occurrence of  Ki in ~ by Bi, for i = 1 , . . . ,  n. Then for each run r E TO, we have 

(7¢, r, m) iff(n*, r, m)  OB. 

Let a belief-based program be one that has explicit tests for either belief or knowledge (where 
counteractuals are allowed, as well as arbitrary nesting of  operators). We can give semantics to belief- 
based programs in much the same way we gave semantics to knowledge-based programs. Given a 

R*(P,3,) 
belief-based program Pgbb, we can define the protocol Vgbb that results by interpreting the tests 
in Pgbb with respect to the system R*(P, 7), as described above. P is said to b-implement Pgbb 
if R*(P,  7) = R*(Pg R'(P'7), "Y)" Using Lemma 3.4, we can now easily show that this approach 
generalizes what we did in Section 3.1 (and hence also the earlier work on knowledge-based programs). 

5The similarity in notation with the n-rankings of [Goldszmidt and Pearl 1992], which are based on Spohn's ordinal 
conditional functions [1988], is completely intentional. Indeed, everything we are saying here can be recast in Spohn's 

framework. 
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Proposition 3.5 Suppose Pg~ is a knowledge-based program where the counterfactuals satisfie the 
restrictions described in Section 3.1. Let Pgbb be the belieJZbased program that results by replacing all 
the Ki operators in Pgkb by Bi. Then P implements Pgkb iff P b-implements Pgbb" 

More interestingly, this approach allows us to deal with epistemic operators in the scope of  coun- 
terfhctuals in what seems to be a reasonable way. As an example, let BT++ =~(BT++s , BT~ +) be the 
belief-based program where BT~ + is the result of  replacing K s  and KR by Bs  and BR in BTs + and 
BT~ ÷ = skip. Then under the same assumptions as in Theorem 3.1, we have the following result. 

Theorem 3.6 There are protocols implementing BT ++ in contexts %, "Y2, and "73. Moreover, S sends 
only one message (reap.. infinitely many messages) in each run o f  every protocol implementing BT ++ 
in ~,'l and % (~esp., "Y3). 

Finally, this approach is rich enough to capture the work of  Kislev and Moses discussed in t h e  
introduction. Recall that Notify(R, qa) holds if R knows qo even if Sq stops sending messages. Thus, 
Notify(R, qa) can be captured by the formula []skip L- KRqa. 

4 Conclusion 

'This paper has focused on the problem that arises in formalizing a program that says, intuitively, / f  
you don't know your goal will be attained, then perfom additional actions that will guarantee that it is 
attained. This is a perfectly sensible statement of natural language, which is unimplementable given 
the semantics of  knowledge-based programs. The problem is, very roughly, that if you are going to 
take actions then, given that you also know your program, you know the goal will be attained; but then, 
you should not be taking these additional actions. How can this seemingly paradoxical situation be 
avoided? There are at least three approaches we have seen. One approach, proposed by Engelhardt, 
van der Meyden and Moses [ 1998], is to interpret knowledge tests as sound tests for knowledge: :if K ~  
is evaluated as true, then ~ must be true, but that is the only requirement made of  KiD. This allows a 
great deal of  flexibility; it allows us to deal with the problem addressed in this paper by, intuitively, not 
assuming the program is known. Of course, a test that always evaluates to false is sound, so there is more 
work to do to make this approach workable. A second approach, due to Kislev and Moses [1993], is to 
evaluate the knowledge test with respect to a system 7U different from the system ~ that the program 
will ultimately generate. Intuitively, this involves counterfactual reasoning, since a test for knowledge 
o f ~  now really says i f  the system were T¢ ~ then I would know ~ at this point. Of course, the choice of  the 
system 7U is a delicate issue here. In their particular application, the system 7U was somewhat crudely 
chosen to be one in which the agent is following the actual program, but it might crash at any moment. 
The third approach, which we have pursued in this paper, involves explicitly introducing counterfactual 
statements into the language. Once we do so, we reformulate the program as saying i f  you do not know 
that were you to do nothing more the goal will be attained, then peform the additional actions. 

One advantage of  our approach is that we have a single well-motivated system with respect to which 
regular knowledge tests, counterfactual statements, and the knowledge of the counterfactual statements 
are all evaluated. As we have seen, it subsumes the Kislev-Moses approach. But it is verydifferent in 
spirit from the approach of  Engelhardt, van der Meyden, and Moses approach. We need more experience 
in dealing with practical problems to determine which of these approaches is the more useful and when. 
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